Afi nite semimetric is L 
Introduction
Foraninteger n and a finite set X = {x 1 Such a semimetric is called Hamming if for some t ≥ 0and for some non-empty S⊂{1, . . . , n} [7] that are known as the (2k + 1) − gonal inequalities:
.. λ 2k+1 =−1, and y 1 ,...,y 2k+1 ∈X.Asemimetric space (X, d)i s( 2k + 1) − gonal if it satisfies all of the (2k + 1)-gonal inequalities. Since we do not require that the y i be distinct in (2), it is easy to verify that a semimetric space that is (2k + 1)-gonal is also (2k − 1)-gonal. A similar set of inequalities were discovered by J.
Kelly [10] [11], who calls a semimetric hypermetric if it is (2k + 1) − gonal for all k.T he 3-gonal inequalities are just the familiar triangle inequalities, and so all semimetrics are 3-gonal. Deza [7] showed that all four point semimetrics are L As imple count shows that there are 210 such facets. This theorem settles affirmatively a conjecture givenb yD eza and the first author [1] . It is known that all L 1 − embeddable semimetrics are hypermetric [8] . By the theorem, all 3,5,7-gonal semimetrics are L 1 − embeddable, and hence hypermetric. Therefore we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary. Forasix point semimetric space (X, d)the following are equivalent:
Let f (m)bethe smallest integer such that every m point semimetric that is f (m)-gonal is hypermetric. Deza showed that f (3) = f (4) = 3, f (5) = 5a nd the corollary gives f (6) = 7. A second conjecture givenbyDeza and the first author is that f (m)<∞ for all m.This is still unsolved for all m ≥ 7.
Proof of Theorem.
In this section we assume throughout that (X, 
Forany t >0,if c is valid then tc π defines a valid inequality over H 6 since
for all d ∈H 6 .W esay that c is equivalent to tc π and this clearly defines an equivalence relation overvectors defining valid inequalities. An inequality cx ≤ 0is(2k
for integers µ i such that
In comparing this with (1), the magnitude of We split the extreme rays of H 6 givenby(1) into classes 1,2 and 3 depending on whether S has cardinality 1,2 or 3 respectively.T here are 6 class 1 rays, 15 class 2 rays and 10 class 3 rays.
Let F be a facet of H 6 and choose arbitrarily 14 linearly independent extreme rays contained in F.D enote by S 1 , S 2 , S 3 the (possibly empty) subsets of class 1, 2 and 3 rays making up this set of 14 rays. Consider the class 2 extreme rays chosen. These can be represented by a graph G = (V , E)onthe six points x 1 ,..., x 6 .T he pair (x i , x j )i sanedge in E whenever x i , x j is the twoe lement set in a class 2 ray defining F.W ec laim that a facet equivalent to F will be contained in the list of facets generated as follows:
(i) Start with anyg raph G * isomorphic to G and choose class 2 rays givenb yt he edges as described above.
( To verify that F is produced by the above procedure, consider the permutation π which when applied to the vertices in G gives G * .Apply the same permutation to the rays in S 1 and S 3 .
When these newrays are considered with the class 2 rays defined by G * in step (ii) a hyperplane cx = 0will be generated. If cx = 0isthe hyperplane containing F,then we have c = c π and so we have generated a hyperplane equivalent to c.
Ap rocedure for verifying the theorem is nowe asy: simply perform steps (i) and (ii) for each graph on six points. Let us estimate the computational effort. There are 156 graphs on six points, but we eliminate the complete graph as it has too manye dges. A simple count shows that there some 1,131,555 cases to be considered in step (ii). Fore ach case we must first find the hyperplane through the givenr ays by solving a system of 14 equations in 14 unknowns. If the hyperplane is of full dimension, we determine if it is a facet by choosing points different from the origin on each of the other rays and see if all of the points lie on the same side of the computed hyperplane. The required computation was done by the second author,aS UN 3/50 workstation, in ten and a half hours.
In Figure 1 we give a graph, K 1,4 ∪K 1 ,that generates 11 facets of H 6 ,10oftype A and one of type D. The type D facets are simplicial, and so up to relabelling, this is the unique graph generating type D facets. Wes howaf acet of each type generated, along with the additional rays of classes 1 and 3 required. These rays are givenb ylisting the subsets S used to define them in (1).
Similarly,F igure 2 givesag raph, K 3,3 ,t hat generates 12 facets of H 6 ,1 1o ft ype B and one of type C. The type C facets are also simplicial.
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